
Why Teachers Make Great Entrepreneurs

Introduction:

Welcome to the School of Sellers podcast, a teacher business show that is short on time but big on action. Full-time, part-time

or just getting started? No matter where you are in your teacher seller journey, there’s something here for everyone, making

your online teacher business feel doable every step of the way. Here’s your host, Erin Waters.

Erin Waters:

Hello there and welcome to another episode of School of Sellers. I am Erin Waters and I am your host. And today we are diving

into a topic that is very near and dear to my heart and that is why teachers make great business people. And this topic has been

on my mind a lot lately because I've had quite a few people reach out to me and these are either people who are interested in

starting their own teacher seller business or people who have had their own teacher business for a while and are kind of feeling

like they're in a slump. And I hear the same things across the board from both groups of people. If you're someone who

doesn't have a teacher business yet and you are thinking about doing one but you see other people being so successful and

you're like oh my gosh, I could never do that, it looks way too hard, I wouldn't even know where to start, I don't know what I

would create, then this episode is for you. Because even though we grew up with dreams of becoming the next Miss Frizzle,

there are hundreds of thousands of teachers out there right now who have adapted their teacher mindsets into business

mindsets and are now running totally successful businesses and are now looking more like the next Bill Gates.

So, I'm here to tell you that it is possible and not only is it possible but you are actually made for this business world whether

you believe it or not. And today I'm going to convince you that that is the truth. So, without further ado, here is the first reason

why I think teachers make great business people. For one, teachers are a very creative bunch. It doesn't matter if you are

someone who is more creative with your mind and you're really good at coming up with ideas and it feels like your brain is just

always bursting with the next idea or if you are someone who is more creative with your hands. Maybe you're one of those

lucky teachers who have amazing handwriting and make the cutest anchor charts and always have the cutest bulletin board in

the school. Or maybe you're both. Maybe you have tons of ideas and you're really good with your hands. It doesn't matter

because any sort of creativity is usually a trait that most teachers have and it's something that makes you an ideal candidate for

having your own teacher business.

Now if you are someone who constantly has all of these great ideas, that's amazing because sometimes in business getting an

idea is half the battle. Everything else that goes along with executing that idea can be learned, right? Computer skills,

technology skills, nobody is born an expert. Everyone learns their craft and their skills. Nobody is born to this Earth knowing

how to do all of the things. And luckily, we live in an age where everything is available in the form of an online course, a quick

Google search or a YouTube tutorial. So, if you are someone who has the ideas but you're not necessarily sure how to execute

them, then that is not a roadblock because there are so many ways that you can learn how to do new things. Maybe you're

someone who is a quick learner and you do know how to do a lot of those skills already and you're thinking well, I know how to

do certain things and I know how to use programs and I'm good with technology but I'm just not sure what I would create. I

don't know what I would make for my teacher seller business. And I'm here to tell you that the answer is simple.
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The golden rule or formula if you will for making a product that will sell is two parts. One, sell a solution, not a product. I heard a

quote not too long ago and I don't know who to attribute it to so I apologize. If you know who said this, please let me know and I

will give credit where it's due. But I saw a quote on Instagram that really just stuck with me and it said simply to sell a good night's

sleep, not the mattress. Right? You want to sell the solution to the teacher and show how you can make their life easier by using

your product. If you have had your own classroom or you've worked in schools in any capacity, then you know what has worked for

you and that brings me to my next point. Sell something that you've already had success with in your own classroom, with your

own kids. It's that simple. If it's worked for you, it's going to work for other teachers and it's going to sell. Another trait that makes

teachers excellent business owners is that we are already lifelong learners. Now I'm not going to lie. There is a huge learning curve

when you move from the classroom to being a business owner but everything is doable and it's not rocket science. It's simply a

toolbox of skills that you need to learn along the way.

And here's the thing, as teachers, we are already one of the only professions where we are basically forced often without pay to

learn more about our field and prove to others that we are worthy of our title, right? Even though we have degrees and certifications,

we have master's degrees, we have doctorates and we're one of the more decorated people in the professional world. Yet we are still

being subjected to training after training and meeting after meeting and course after course. So, we're already accustomed to being

forced to learn more about our field. So, the idea of learning on our own terms should actually be very appealing. And as teachers

and as business owners, we know that in order to do better or to sell better, to teach better or to create better, we have to know

better and this lends itself to a natural inclination to seek out answers, right? Whether it's the best practices in education or finding

the best practices in business, it's all one and the same. Whether you're finding out the latest technology and how to use Google

Classroom with your students or if you are learning the ropes of your business and learning how to create Facebook ads, it doesn't

matter. This is something that is already ingrained in us as teachers. So, your lifelong learner personality from the classroom will

easily transfer over to the business world and serve you just as well if not better.

And like I mentioned earlier, there are a few main places to start when learning about TPT if you are new or thinking about this or if

you are continuing your education as an established seller, right? We never stop learning. I've been doing this for eight years now

and I take several online courses every year to learn more and more about how I can make my business better. So, let's start with

the basics. YouTube is an amazing place to start for video tutorials. You can find pretty much anything on YouTube and if you are

more of a visual learner and you need to watch somebody do something, then that is a great place to start. Now of course, you can

also do a simple Google search. If you are more of a reader than a watcher, then Google is an excellent place to start and you will be

able to stumble upon blog post after blog post of ways to do the skills that you want to learn. Like I mentioned earlier, there are also

many, many, many online courses for business owners and teacher sellers. The further we get into the teacher seller world, the

more courses are popping up for teacher sellers specifically. So, if you are looking to begin your journey into the TPT world, we

have a course coming up soon for new teacher sellers and then we also have a course for established teacher sellers called The

Finishing Framework which we are going through currently and will open up again at the beginning of 2021. And it's a great way to

solidify all of the systems and organization behind your business so that you can run it the most efficient way possible.
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But in addition to online courses, Facebook groups are an excellent place to start and hang out whether you are a beginner seller or

an experienced seller because there is constant conversation happening about the exact topics that you are interested in and that

you want to know and other teacher sellers are a wealth of information. So, if you do a quick TPT search on Facebook, you will find

tons and tons of groups. But I have two specific groups that I wanted to recommend to you today. We have School of Sellers

Facebook groups and we have two different ones now. We have the School of Sellers 101 group and the School of Sellers group.

So, if you are just starting out to TPT, if you're brand new or you consider your store to be small or you are just getting started with

marketing, then the School of Sellers 101 group will be best to serve any members who have questions related to topics like getting

started with TPT product creation, how to get followers and feedback, setting up your storefront and also how to market your

resources directly on the TPT website. So, if that sounds like something that is right up your alley, then go ahead to Facebook and

search School of Sellers 101. Or if you are an existing seller and you are thinking like wow, I know so-and-so would really be

interested in hearing more about starting a TPT business, then please send them our way because we are always looking for more

members in our 101 group. There's just something really exciting about helping teacher sellers who are right at the beginning of

their journey because that is such a fun, amazing place to be. So, send them our way or come our way. Either way, we welcome you.

And then if you are a teacher seller who is more established, you've had your business for a while, you have several resources in

your store and have at least gotten started with marketing through Pinterest and Facebook and Instagram, then the School of Sellers

group is best for you because we can serve members who have questions related to topics like blogging, marketing through social

media, setting up an email sequence, hiring a virtual assistant or repurposing your content, kind of sellers who are ready to take the

next step or already taking the next step to grow their teacher seller business. So, go ahead and scoot on over to Facebook and join

either one of those groups. They're both amazing places to be.

But I'm also going to say that I feel like I keep saying oh, I saw this on Instagram. Well, I've seen a meme resurface over and over

and over and that meme says that the teacher next door is often your best form of PD and I think that is amazingly true not just in

the classroom but in life. But I will also say that the teacher seller next door is also one of the best forms of PD. So, if you are

somebody who is entertaining the idea of starting your teacher seller business or you are already in this business and you could

use a little extra support, seek out somebody in real life who sells on TPT. Now I realize this isn't possible for everybody but it is

becoming a more common path for teachers. So, if you can find someone you know in real life even if it's just an acquaintance, I

find that that is a super, super valuable way of getting information and advice that you need from a real person. And I started this

journey thanks to another teacher in my building and Christina, if you're listening, I don't know if you listen, but thank you because

you are the reason why I started TPT in the first place. I was teaching first grade. My husband and I were engaged. We didn't have

kids yet. We were living a pretty relaxed life in Virginia with our first teaching jobs and Christina was a kindergarten teacher in my

building and she would talk about TPT constantly. Now I already knew about TPT because I bought stuff daily off of that site and it

really got me through the first few years of my teaching career.

But Christina was so passionate and so enthusiastic and so excited about her journey selling on TPT that one year when we were

teaching summer school together, I was like you know what? I can do this. Like this sounds right up my alley. Well, I got started that

summer and I kid you not, I probably texted Christina every single day for like two months because I was just, I had question after

question and she was so generous and so giving and so helpful to me starting my own TPT journey that I feel like the School of

Sellers world right now is my way of giving back and continuing to pay it forward in that sense. Because I am eternally grateful to

Christina for getting me into this magical world of creating and selling. So, if you know a teacher in real life who does TPT, please

reach out to them and I can almost guarantee you that they would be more than willing to share their expertise and lend you a hand

as you get started or continue your teacher seller business. My teacher seller friends now are also my greatest form of PD. So, that

doesn't just apply to new sellers. Definitely applies to sellers who have been doing this for the long haul.
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And finally, teachers are very, very, very resilient and this is a trait that will lend itself amazingly to your role as a teacher seller.

Teachers are tough. We're not the most respected people in the professional field. We're always under a lot of scrutiny and people

are constantly looking at what we're doing and questioning it even if they have no business doing so. And in the process, we've

developed quite a thick skin because we believe in what we do regardless of any outside voices. As a group, we are strong, we are

flexible, we are tough and we adapt easily to changes. Who knew that the last minute roster changes every year were going to serve

you later in life as you begin your teacher seller journey? Your ability to adapt easily to changes and to be resilient no matter what

other people are saying are two things that are going to serve you so well in your teacher seller journey. As teachers, we've learned

how to do hard things, how to talk about hard things, how to stand tall during hard times and we keep pushing through day after

day no matter how hard things get because like I said, we believe in what we do and we believe in who we teach.

And the business side is very similar and requires a similar grit. You have to have thick skin to have your own teacher business.

You're going to be marketing a lot on social media and putting yourself out there more than you're used to with your products.

Sharing your products is a very personal experience because they come directly from your mind and they are your labor of love. So,

by putting them out there, you are sharing your expertise with other teachers but you are also opening yourself for people asking

questions and sometimes criticizing your creation. So, it definitely requires a thick skin in that sense. By marketing on social media,

you're obviously also going to be putting out more of your personal life than you're used to but you also have to deal with things

like competition and looking and seeing what other people are creating and playing that constant comparison game of this person's

doing more than me or this person's doing better with me better than me and battling those mindsets which is something you'll

have to overcome as a teacher seller. So, there is a certain element of stress that comes along with selling on TPT. But it's worth it

okay these are things that you are already equipped to deal with as a teacher. So, you are already entering the game with a leg up

because you have developed these mindsets and traits that will equip you to be successful in this world rather than crumbling under

the stress that sometimes comes along with it.

The bottom line is you already have the grit required to work hard and make a business happen because of the time that you have

spent as a teacher. So, there you have it. If you've been doubting your ability to start a teacher business or you've been in a funk in

your current teacher business, then chin up. You've got this. You're a teacher. Whether you think so or not, you already have all of

the skills needed to run a successful business. Now with that being said, you can be the best teacher and the best business person

and still need a little support. So, like I said, I've built the School of Sellers 101 group for sellers who are just starting out or in the

beginning stages of growing their business. So, go on over there if you want to start your business or grow your new business. But

I've also created the ultimate checklist for new TPT sellers. And established sellers if you're listening, I strongly encourage you to

check this out as well. It is a 30-page checklist of things that you can do and things that you should do when starting your business

and it covers everything from product creation to branding to copyright and it's basically a compilation of things that I wish I would

have known and the things I wish I would have had at my disposal when I started out my business. And it's not only something

that's good for new beginning sellers but it's also a great refresher for experienced sellers. So, if this sounds interesting to you, you

can head on over to ErinMWaters.com/TeacherBusiness. That's ErinMWaters.com/TeacherBusiness. All right, teacher seller friends,

that is all for this week. Thank you so much for tuning in and I look forward to seeing all of you in the Facebook groups. Till next

time.
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Welcome
to the School of Sellers

What is the School of Sellers?

Connect with the School of Sellers!

Join our community of 
teacher sellers who are 
looking to grow their 

business. This is the perfect 
place for collaboration, 

marketing advice, inspiration, 
and support.

Listen to the podcast. 
Each episode is full of 

actionable tips that make 
your teacher seller 

business feel doable.

Follow us on Instagram.
Learn more about us 
and find quick tips to 

help with your 
business!

We are a group that is committed to helping teacher 
sellers in all stages of their business. We like to provide 

tips, tools, and resources that aid in building your 
business while making it feel doable every step of the 

way.

Join our community of new 
TpT sellers to learn more 

about creating a 
successful teacher 

business from day one.

Follow us on TikTok.
A great place for mini 
tutorials and some fun 

sprinkled it.

Join us on YouTube. 
Watch podcast episodes, 

tutorials, and more!

https://www.instagram.com/school.of.sellers/
https://schoolofsellers.com/podcast/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/schoolofsellers
https://www.facebook.com/groups/schoolofsellers101
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtQKo1OvjkWE4hhyeEtwekw
https://www.tiktok.com/@schoolofsellers

